
PROPER COMPARATIVE ESSAY FORMAT

Tips how to write a comparative essay, also called the comparing and The essay format of a comparative essay is just
like that of any other essay, and it.

How to come up with a comparative Essay Outline At this point, we have killed the elephant in the room,
which is developing the content of our comparative essay and deciding the essay structure that we are going to
use. Make sure you know the basis for comparison The assignment sheet may say exactly what you need to
compare, or it may ask you to come up with a basis for comparison yourself. You could write two paragraphs
about qualities that are common to women they tend to be more compassionate, they are good multitaskers
along with some that they share with men they are capable of sacrificing self for the good of others. Then you
would focus on men in the next section. The conclusion seals the comparison essay and tries to close the issue.
Identify the basis of comparison Given the question, you have to develop the basis of comparison. A
comparative essay is therefore not an exception since it must be organized in such a way that the comparisons
made in the essay can be easily followed by the reader. Alternating Method In this method, the aspect of
comparison if fully handled in one paragraph. These elements are common to all analytical text response
essays. The B block, or second half of your essay, should refer to the A block, or first half, and make clear
points of comparison whenever comparisons are relevant. While Ms. Developed by you: The question may
simply ask that you compare the two novels. You could write about one subject in detail, and then switch to
the other. What do they describe or depict? Deciding what to focus on By now you have probably generated a
huge list of similarities and differencesâ€”congratulations! Your ideas about B build upon or extend your
ideas about A. The first part devoted to one subject and the second part devoted to the other subject. Two
pieces of writing or art What are their titles? For example, a comparative essay using the block method on the
French and Russian revolutions would address the French Revolution in the first half of the essay and the
Russian Revolution in the second half. Once you are done with everything, and you still have time left before
submitting your work, make sure you go through it to remove some small errors that might cost you a good
grade. Follow these steps, and you will be well on your way to writing a compare-and-contrast essay that
cannot fail to impress your reading audience. Why are they significant? This type of topic necessitates a very
thorough knowledge of your texts, as you need to recognise the context of each quote, identify the key ideas
being addressed in each, and understand how these ideas are explored in both texts. Insight Sample Essays are
produced by Insight Publications, an independent Australian educational publisher. For instance, a
comparative essay on the French and Russian revolutions might examine how both revolutions either
encouraged or thwarted innovation in terms of new technology, military strategy, and the administrative
system. How old are they? In order to come up with the thesis statement, you should first look at the list
containing the various aspects of comparison then decide whether the subjects tend to be more similar or they
are quite different. Develop a list of similarities and differences Once you know your basis for comparison,
think critically about the similarities and differences between the items you are comparing, and compile a list
of them. Just a reminder: The topic sentence should introduce the reader to what the paragraph handles
Discussion of the aspect is done in the middle of the paragraph The last part of the paragraph should carry a
low-level conclusion about the aspect discussed in the paragraph The paragraph should have enough
information as too much or too less may render it meaningless Every paragraph should handle a single aspect
e. Our handout on Organization can help you write good topic sentences and transitions and make sure that
you have a good overall structure in place for your paper. If you prefer to focus on one subject at a time, jot
your lists down on a blank sheet of paper and flip it over to the other side for the other subject. Two ideas or
theories Did they originate at some particular time? What caused events in these periods, and what
consequences did they have later on? Each high-level essay features annotations with assessor comments
identifying the elements of the essay that work and areas for improvement, as well as tips on how to approach
the essay topic and appropriate strategies for analysis. The introduction should include a clear contention that
alerts the reader to your response to the topic, as well as the main ideas your essay will explore. Phrases that
you can use to discuss similarities include: similarly, likewise, in the same way, also, along similar lines, in
the same fashion. Phrases useful for indicating contrast include: in contrast, on the other hand, unlike text 1 ,
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regardless, however, conversely, on the contrary, nevertheless. We often have difficulty reading our own work
objectively and can miss silly mistakes. Do they have any relationship to each other? You may find our
handout Constructing Thesis Statements useful at this stage. As seen in diagrams, the introduction should
feature : The mentioning of the main topic â€” begin with a hook sentence and detail specific to the topic
itself. Ultimately, the best way to find an essay style that works for you is to experiment.


